
Fig.1 – Dual multilevel inverter with two separate sources 
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Abstract: Dual two-level inverter topology is a simple 
structure capable to produce a multilevel voltage output 
equivalent to a 3-level inverter. Its modular structure 
consists of two standard two-level three-phase voltage 
source inverter (VSI) supplied by one or two dc sources. 
Known modulations cannot provide arbitrary power 
sharing between inverters in order to balance their dc 
voltages in case of two separate dc supplies. This paper 
proposes a new space vector modulation (SVM) tech-
nique for a dual two-level inverter which can provide 
load control of the two dc sources as well as multilevel 
voltage output. An original modulation algorithm has 
been introduced to regulate the dc-link voltages of each 
VSI according with the requirement of a control system, 
by means of a specialized space vector modulation. The 
proposed algorithm has been verified by experimental 
tests. 

Index Terms: Dual two-level inverter, space vector 
modulation, power sharing, three-level inverter. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Multilevel inverters are being increasingly used in 
high-power medium voltage applications due to their 
advantages compared to two-level inverters, such as 
lower common-mode voltage, lower dv/dt, lower har-
monics in output voltage and current and reduced 
voltage on the power switches. Having n-level leg 
(e.g. for the multi point clamped inverter) a three-
phase multilevel inverter provides 
 
 341)12(2 −=−−= nnp  (1) 
 
different phase voltage levels for a star-connected 
load. Although the principle is very simple, the com-
plexity of both the leg hardware and modula-
tion/control algorithms sharply increases with the 
number of levels. This drawback lead to application 
of the dual topology, providing the same number of 
output voltage levels as n-level inverter by using two 
simpler multilevel inverters (with less levels) [1], [2]. 

The two inverters are connected "in opposition" at 
two ends of the load in order to obtain output voltage 
as a difference of inverter's leg potentials as shown in 
Fig. 1 for two identical two-level three-phase inverters 
(m = 2). They will produce: 
 
 781)34(2 −=−−= nnp  (2) 
 
different phase voltage levels of output voltage. Com-
paring (2) with (1) gives m = (n+1)/2, which is signifi-
cant reduction compared to n. Even for dual two-level 
inverter (Fig. 1) the saving is significant compared to 
3-level, since it means the use of readily available 
standard two-level inverters. It should be noted that in 

general two inverters do not have to be necessary 
equal [3]. 

The combination of the eight switching configura-
tion for each three-phase inverter yields total 64 
switching states. In the case of VH = VL = Vdc these 
switching states correspond to 19 different output 
voltage vectors, including zero vector, as represented 
in Fig. 2. The redundancy of switching states corre-
sponds to a degree of freedom which is useful to de-
velop different modulation strategies, as discussed in 
Section III. In particular, the output voltage waveform 
of the converter has up to nine output levels of phase 
voltage. It represents a viable solution when the three-
phase output can be connected in the open-winding 
configuration, as for transformers and ac motors, and 
especially when the dc source can be easily split in 
two insulated supplies, as for batteries and PV panels. 
Note that the presence of two insulated dc sources 
prevents the circulation of zero-sequence currents, 
avoiding the use of an additional homopolar reactor or 
the application of a modified voltage modulation 
algorithm which doesn’t produce zero-sequence 
voltage but leads to lower dc bus voltage utilization 
[4]. 

Being the converter supplied by two distinct 
sources, in several applications it is necessary to 
regulate the power flow from the two sources. This 
requirement can be demanded in order to equalize the 
state of charge of two banks of batteries, or to exploit 
the different characteristic of two sources, e.g., gen-
erators and batteries. A possible approach to achieve 
the power sharing control is to define the decomposi-
tion of the total reference into two collinear vectors 
[5]: 
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as shown in Fig. 3(a). It also provides optimum in-
verter utilization since the output voltage is maximal 
[6]. In general, unequal treatment of the two inverters 
is often useful approach, e.g. in case of completely 
different sources [7], or in case of a failure [8], mak-
ing system more fault-tolerant. 
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Fig.2 – Dual inverter voltage vector plot for VH = VL =Vdc. 
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Fig.3 – Power sharing capability collinear reference 
vectors (left) in contrast to general case (right) 
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Fig.4 – Vectors *
Hv  and *

Lv  of the single inverters 
generated using the two adjacent active vectors. 

Known modulations for dual inverter presume ide-
ally symmetrical sources and consequently provide a 
symmetrical power sharing between them. A SVM 
method to overcome these problems has been pre-
sented in [9]. However, it leads to switching se-
quences difficult to implement on the PWM genera-
tion unit of a standard (digital signal processor) DSP. 
In this paper a new modulation technique is presented, 
which is able both to perform multilevel operation and 
to regulate the load power sharing between the two dc 
sources within each switching period. The proposed 
modulation provides a simple implementation on a 
standard PWM generation unit of a DSP. 
 
II. DUAL THREE-PHASE INVERTER 

MODULATION 
 

With reference to the scheme of Fig.1, using space 
vector representation, the output voltage vector v  of 
the multilevel converter is given by the contribution 
of the voltage vectors Hv  and Lv , generated by in-
verter H and L respectively, 

 
 LH vvv += ,  (4) 
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where {S1H, S2H, S3H , S1L, S2L, S3L} = {0, 1} are the 

switch states of the inverter legs. 
Load voltages can be expressed analogously as for 

single three-phase inverter [10]: 
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In what follows SVM approach will be used as a 
insightful method for the analysis. Due to the hexagon 
symmetry (Fig.2), the analysis can be restricted to the 
one of the six big sectors (i.e., OAB in Fig. 2), simi-
larly to the case of standard three-phase SVM algo-

rithm. Furthermore, the big triangle OAB is divided in 
four identical equilateral triangles denoted OCD 
(inner), CDE (intermediate), ACE and BDE (outers), 
as shown in Fig. 3. The voltage reference vector *v  
lays in one of these triangles, leading to the four ho-
monymous cases. Using space vector modulation 
principle (Fig. 4), references *

Hv  and *
Lv  can be 

generated by selecting adjacent vectors aHv , bHv , 

oHv  and aLv , bLv , oLv , respectively. 
The switch configurations corresponding to se-

lected vectors cannot be applied in an arbitrary se-
quence if proper multilevel voltage waveform is de-
sired, i.e., the reference voltage *v  should be gener-
ated by using the nearest three vectors approach 
(NTV) [11]. Furthermore, the PWM generation unit 
of the DSP allows up to two commutations for each 
inverters leg. 

 
A. Independent modulation 

 
Rewriting (6) as: 
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yields that output voltage of a dual inverter can be 
obtained as difference of phase-to-neutral voltages 
produced by two three-phase inverters separately. 
Here the two inverters can be modulated by any of 
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Fig.6 – Modulation signals for the first phase in case of 

sine-triangle modulation 
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Fig.5 – Output voltage waveform in case of independent 
modulation 
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Fig.7 – Phase 1 voltage waveform for a sine-triangle 

modulation with level-shifted references 

known modulation techniques, e.g. popular SVM with 
equal zero vector placement or a carrier-based (CB) 
equivalent. The voltage references can be given inde-
pendently regarding both amplitude and phase (within 
available dc voltage limits). This approach has been 
proposed for automotive applications [6], [7]. Benefits 
of the method are simple modulation and direct power 
sharing capability. The disadvantage is improper mul-
tilevel waveform depicted in Fig. 5, showing large 
voltage excursion from maximal to minimal voltage 
levels. 
 
B. Sine-Sawtooth modulation 
 

Historically, this was the first proposed CB modu-
lation [2]. Based on (6), it uses the same reference for 
the inverter L but applying opposite modulation logic. 
Due to the sawtooth carrier all three legs of each in-
verter commutate simultaneously at the end of the 
switching period, which is unacceptable and therefore 
will not be considered further. 
 
C. Sine-Triangle modulation 
 

Another CB algorithm is a sine-triangle modula-
tion adopted from the “phase opposition disposition” 
approach used for traditional 3-level inverters [11], 
which can be easily extended to dual inverter configu-
ration. Using (6), the simplest multilevel modulation 
would be discontinuous modulation treating sepa-
rately three pairs of legs. For positive values of *

1v  the 
reference for the single inverters H and L are 

*
1

*
1 vv H =  and 0*

1 =Lv , respectively, whereas for 

negative values it will be the opposite: 0*
1 =Hv  and 

*
1

*
1 vv L −= . The modulation can be achieved by using 

common triangular carrier and references 
 

2/cos*
1 dc

f
dcH VmVv −= θ  

2/)cos(*
1 dc

f
dcL VmVv −−= πθ  (8) 

 
as illustrated in Fig.6, taking in account that for the in-

verter L modulation logic has to be opposite to pro-
vide corresponding negative values. The resulting 
proper multilevel output voltage is depicted in Fig. 7. 
The switching pattern during one switching period for 
v * inside OCD triangle has been illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Note that one of the inverter H applies all three NTVs 
( aHv , bHv , oHv ), while the other uses just two of 
them ( bLv , oLv ). Yields that period-averaged vectors 

Hv  and Lv  cannot be collinear, a case illustrated in 
Fig. 3(b). In Sect. III will be shown that the omission 
of the one of the active vector is actually stipulated by 
the demand of proper multilevel waveform. 
 
D. Discrete SVM 
 

In order to treat dual inverter with well-known 
single inverter modulation the application of only one 
vector for one of the inverters during the switching p-
eriod have been proposed in [12]. The remaining part 
of the total reference is provided by the other inverter 
using standard SVM. Then in the following switching 
period the roles of the inverters are interchanged to 
achieve symmetrical loading. The period-averaged 
vectors *

Hv  and *
Lv produced by inverters H and L are 

not collinear, which makes the modulation 
inapplicable for applications demanding power shar-
ing control. 
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E. SVM with power sharing capability 
 

A SVM method providing power sharing has been 
presented in [5], [9]. However, it leads to switching 
sequences difficult to implement on the standard 
PWM generation unit of a DSP, possessing a unique 
carrier for all three phases. For this reason, a modified 
SVM algorithm, more suitable to be implemented on 
standard DSP is presented in the following section. 
 
III. PROPOSED MODULATION 
 

Having the inverter reference voltages *
Hv  and *

Lv  
determined by the control system, the modulation al-
gorithm must ensure their application to the load. 
 
A. Calculation of the vector application times 
 

Referred to Figs. 3 and 4, the application times of 
active vectors can be calculated as: 
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being *

H
*

H
*
H vjvv βα += , *

L
*

L
*
L vjvv βα += , and TS 

the switching period. The remaining application times 
of null vectors are: 

 
bHaHSoH ttTt −−= , 

bLaLSoL ttTt −−= . (10) 
 

B. Determination of the switching sequence 
 

As stated before, in order to determine the switch-
ing sequence, the four relevant cases will be exam-
ined. 

Triangle OCD: For the inner triangle the NTV are 
Ov , Cv , and Dv  which can be obtained by the follow-

ing combinations of voltage vectors selected for the 
two inverters: ( oHv , oLv ), ( aHv , oLv ) and ( oHv , aLv ), 
( bHv , oLv ) and ( oHv , bLv ), respectively. By using these 

combinations, since ***
LH vvv +=  is inside the inner 

triangle, for any value of *
Hv  and *

Lv  the total 
application time of active vectors is (Fig. 3) 

sbLaLbHaH Ttttt ≤+++  .  (11) 
By combining (11) with (10) yields 
 

SoLoH Ttt ≥+ . (12) 
 

Note that (12) provides a criterion for the identifi-
cation of the inner triangle OCD. The voltage vector 
combinations can be arranged within the switching 

period to obtain a switching sequence suitable for the 
implementation in PWM generation unit of a standard 
DSP, as represented in Fig. 9(a). In the diagram is 
emphasized the overlap between the two null vectors 
( oHv  and oLv ), provided by (12), which allows the 

generation of *v  only by vectors Ov , Cv , and Dv . 
The proposed switching sequence belongs to symmet-
rical and discontinuous modulation, minimizing the 
number of commutations. A continuous modulation 
can be easily obtained by introducing the null vector 

Ov  in the middle and at the ends of the switching pe-
riod. 

Triangle AEC: For the first outer triangle the NTV 
are Av , Cv , and Ev , which can be composed by the 
combinations: ( aHv , oLv ) and ( oHv , aLv ), ( aHv , aLv ) 

and ( aHv , bLv ), ( bHv , aLv ), respectively. Since *v  lies 

inside the triangle ACE its component along aHv  is 
bigger than aHv  (Fig. 3). Similarly to the previous 
case, this consideration leads to 
 

SaLaH Ttt ≥+   (13) 
 
Equation (13) provides a criterion for the identifica-
tion of the outer triangle ACE. Also in this case, the 
voltage vector combinations can be arranged within 
the switching period to obtain a switching sequence 
suitable for the implementation in PWM generation 
unit of a standard DSP, as represented in Fig. 9(b). In 
the figure is emphasized the overlap between the two 
active vectors ( aHv  and aLv ), provided by (14), which 

allows the generation of *v  only by vectors Av , Cv  
and Ev . Note that, as in the previous case of the inner 
triangle, the proposed sequence leads to symmetrical 
and discontinuous modulation. 

Triangle BDE: For the second outer triangle the 
NTV are Bv , Dv , and Ev . Due to the symmetry of 
outer triangles ACE and BDE, this case can be treated 
as the previous one, involving vectors bHv  and bLv  in-
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Fig.8 – Switching period for *v  in intermediate triangle 
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stead of aHv  and aLv , respectively, leading to 
 

SbLbH Ttt ≥+ .  (14) 
 

Similarly, (14) provides a criterion for the identifica-
tion. The proposed switching sequence is shown in 
Fig. 9(c). 

Triangle CDE: For the intermediate triangle the 
NTV are Cv , Dv , and Ev , which can be generated by 
the combinations: ( aHv , oLv ) and ( oHv , aLv ), 
( bHv , oLv ) and ( oHv , bLv ), ( aHv , bLv ) and ( bHv , aLv ), 
respectively. The following three conditions define 
the triangle CDE: 

 
SoLoH Ttt ≤+  (outside OCD), (15) 

SaLaH Ttt ≤+  (outside ACE), (16) 

SbLbH Ttt ≤+  (outside BDE). (17) 
 

The presence of three simultaneous conditions 
(15)-(17) makes this case the most complex among 
the four considered cases. 

The proposed switching sequence, suitable for the 
implementation on a standard DSP is shown in Fig. 
9(d). The parameter tx (denoted with grey) stands for a 

degree of freedom which determines the relative po-
sition of the switching sequence of the one inverter 
with respect to the other. I.e., one of the sequences 
can be translated by the time interval tx. A similar de-
gree of freedom is present also in the previous three 
cases (grey intervals in Fig. 9(a)-9(c)). Since applica-
tion times are given by (9)-(10), the remaining step is 
to choose the value for interval tx, which completely 
determines the requirements for the DSP implementa 
tion. In particular, for the existence of all the vector 
combinations shown in Fig. 9(d), tx has to satisfy the 
following constraints: 

 
0≥xt  (18) 

bLaHx ttt −≥        (19) 

bHoLx ttt −≥        (20) 

aHx tt ≤  (21) 

bLbHsx ttTt −−≤  (22) 

oLx tt ≤  (23) 
 

A detailed derivation of inequalities (18)-(23) is pre-
sented in the Appendix, together with the proof that a 
solution always exists. 

The drawback of the proposed sequence is a si-
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(b) Switching sequence for the outer triangle AEC 
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Fig. 9. Proposed switching sequences for the all four possible cases 
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Fig.11 – Switching sequence for the intermediate triangle 
CDE with introduced vectors cHv  and cLv  multaneous commutation of two legs for both invert-

ers H and L. It is possible to overcome this disadvan-
tage by introducing the additional vectors cHv , cLv  / 

dHv , dLv  (depicted in Fig. 10) in the space vector de-
composition (Fig. 4). Which of the two pairs will be 
included in switching sequence depends on the posi-
tion of *v  in respect to OE (Fig. 2). If the reference is 
in the "lower" subtriangle (closer to A) cHv  and cLv  
are applied, otherwise dHv  and dLv . In following the 
first pair will be examined in details, and the analysis 
can be repeated in a similar manner for the second. 

The application time tc of the new vector is intro-
duced at the expense of t0H and t0L, and it present a de-
gree of freedom. It adds two new vector combinations 
( cHv , bLv ) and ( bHv , cLv ) equivalent to already present 
( aHv , oLv ) and ( oHv , aLv ), as can be seen in Fig. 10. 
From equation 

 
bHaHcH vvv −= , 

bLaLcL vvv −= . (24) 
 

yields that tbH and tbL should be increased for an 
amount of tc, whereas taH and taL, should be decreased: 
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where the corresponding application times of the vec-
tors aHv , bHv , oHv  and aLv , bLv , oLv  are now de-
noted as t'aH, t'bH, t'oH, and t'aL, t'bL, t'oL, respectively. 
From (25) arises: 

 
{ }oLoHaLaHc ttttt ,,,min≤  (26) 

 
The proposed asymmetrical switching sequence is 

shown in Fig. 11, with all time intervals calculated in 
Appendix. Similarly as for the previously proposed 
switching sequence the parameter koH stands for a de-
gree of freedom which determines the relative 
position of the one inverter switching sequence to the 
other, i.e., one of the sequences can be translated 

regarding the other for the time interval koHtoH. 
Applying similar analysis as in previous case yields 
condition: 

 
aLoHoHoHbL tttkt −≤′≤  (27) 

 
A detailed derivation of (27) is presented in the 

Appendix, together with the proof that a solution ex-
ists. 

The proposed switching sequence is discontinu-
ous, as in previous cases, but it does not contain a si-
multaneous commutation of two legs as in previous 
case. Despite of the asymmetric distribution of pulses 
within the switching period, the proposed modulation 
can be implemented on the PWM generation unit of a 
standard DSP, as proved by the experimental tests. 

 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
The proposed modulation is implemented in 

TMS320F2812 DSP, equipped with two separate 
three-phase PWM units and a 150 MHz timer. Then, 
the DSP is capable to modulate two inverters. The ex-
perimental setup is shown in Fig. 12. 

The experiment has been done for modulation in-
dex m = 0.75 and for both symmetrical (k = 0.5) and 
asymmetrical (k = 0.65) inverter’s power sharing, 
with results presented in Fig. 13. Each PWM wave-
form is shown together with its fundamental compo-
nent obtained by the low-pass filter. Figures 13(a) and 
13(c) show individual phase voltages for each in-

 
Fig. 12. Experimental set-up 
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verter. It can be noticed that voltages are in phase op-
position in order to achieve maximum voltage utiliza-
tion, as specified by (3) and (4). Figures 13(b) and 
13(d) show corresponding total output voltages con-
taining maximum nine output voltage levels, followed 
by its fundamental component. Note that in two cases 
both output voltages provide equal fundamental com-
ponent, only individual inverters provide different 
voltage share. 
 
V. CONCLUSION 
 

A multilevel converter topology consisting of two 
insulated dc supplies and a dual two-level inverter 
feeding a three-phase load with open-end windings 
has been analyzed in this paper. The dc supplies insu-
lation allows full dc bus utilization and avoids com-
mon mode currents without the need of a common 
mode reactor. The paper has been focused on the de-
velopment of a modulation strategy able to regulate 
the power sharing between the dc sources and on the 
determination of a correct switching sequence for the 
two inverters. It has been shown that an unbalanced 
power sharing between the two inverters is possible. 

A switching sequence has been proposed which en-
sures the correct multilevel operation and the possibil-
ity to limit the number of simultaneous commutations 
to one. The experimental tests confirm the effective-
ness of the proposed modulation strategy. 

 
 
 

APPENDIX 
INEQUALITIES FOR INTERMEDIATE TRIANGLE 

The following inequalities need to be satisfied in 
order to prove the existence of time intervals for all 
vector combinations shown in Fig. 9(d). Starting from 
left-side of switching period inequalities are: 
• ( aHv , oLv ) � Cv  : 

02 ≥/tx , (A1) 
 
leading to (18); 
• ( aHv , bLv ) � Ev : 
 

( ) 022 ≥−− /t/tt xxaH  (A2) 
 
leading to (21); 
• ( oHv , bLv ) � Dv : 
 

( ) ( ) 022 ≥−−+ /ttt/t xaHbLx  (A3) 
 
leading to (19); 
•  ( oHv , aLv ) � Cv : 
 

( ) ( ) 022 ≥+−+− /ttt/tt xbLoHxaH  (A4) 
 
leading to (22) by introducing (13); 
•  ( bHv , aLv )� Ev : 

( ) ( ) 022 ≥−−+ /tt/tt xoLxbH  (A5) 
leading to (20); 

 
(a) Single inverters voltage with fundamental for k = 0.5 

 
(c) Single inverters voltage with fundamental for k = 0.65 

 
(b) Voltage output v1 for k = 0.5 

 
(d) Voltage output v1 for k = 0.65 

Fig. 13. Voltage output v1 for m = 0.75 (5 ms/div, 20 V/div) 
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•  ( bHv , oLv )� Ev : 
 

( ) 022 ≥−− /t/tt xxoL  (A6) 
 

leading to (23). 
On the basis of (18)-(23), the solution for tx exists 

if the following condition is satisfied 
 

{ } { }oLbLbHsaHbHoLbLaH tttTttttt ,,min,,0max −−≤−− (A7) 
 

Inequality (A7) can be proved by verifying, one by 
one, the nine possible combinations of (18)-(20) and 
(21)-(23). For this purpose, (11) and (16)-(18) must be 
applied. As an example, for pair (20) and (21) is 
 

aHbHoL ttt ≤− . (A8) 
 

By introducing (11) in (A8) yields 
 

oHsoL tTt −≤  (A9) 
 
which is proved by (165). A similar procedure can be 
used for the remaining combinations. 

The following inequalities need to be satisfied in 
order to prove the existence of time intervals for two 
"critical" vector combinations shown in Fig. 11. (de-
noted with grey) 
• ( bHv , aLv ) � Ev : 
 

( ) 0)1( ≥+−−′ coHoHaL ttkt , (A10) 
 
•  ( aHv , bLv ) � Ev : 
 

( ) 0≥+−′ coHoHbL ttkt , (A11) 
 
together leading to (27); 

The solution for koH exists if the condition from 
(27) is satisfied 
 

bLaLoH ttt ≤−  (A12) 
 

By introducing (12) in (A8) yields 
 

oHsoL tTt −≤ . (A13) 
 

which is proved by (15). 
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